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“Contemporary Mantra”: 
We desperately need to go 

beyond the Standard Model or 
particle physics and Cosmology 

For many reasons!
 Dark side of the Universe, Neutrino mass, 

electroweak stabilization, 
Early and Late Universe acceleration…and 

why we live in a so  
fine-tuned Universe 

HOW (Do we solve it)?



Extreme High energy Physics

CRColliders



Time scales



Next colliders? 
   in 40-50 years…  

Astroparticle CR experiments? 
Next Physics in  

Next 10/20 years

Gravitational waves?  
Powerful in the  

“Multi-messenger arena”



Opportunities from CR



A “plethora” of new 
data is coming 

We need to be ready  
or we miss potentially 

mastodontic opportunities 



Searching for new physics 
History: antimatter discovery

 in cosmic rays

Cloud Chambers, Anderson 1932; Blackett & Occhialini



The “power” of 
theoretical predictions



Very High Energy Gamma rays beyond 
FERMI/LAT  energies

Today: HAWC the High-Altitude 
Water Cherenkov Observatory

Coming: CTA Cherenkov 
Telescope Array

Coming soon: LHAASO  
The Large High Altitude Air 

Shower Observatory





LHAASO 

11-17th digits (eV) of charged 
particle spectrum (mainly hadrons)

50GeV-1PeV for gamma rays

A powerful double channel



Di Sciascio behold on LHAASO 
collaboration, arXiv.1602.07600

Gamma ray sensitivity 



An interesting overlap with 
Very High Energy Neutrinos 



Multi-messenger very high 
energy astroparticle physics!  

Just in next future! 
Very exciting 



On the other hand 
Let’s not forget  

rare transition physics 

Highly motivated by 
Lepton/Baryon violations 

Rare processes beyond the SM 
are related to effective operators 
(Weinberg). Tests of new physics 



Lepton violations and 
Majorana neutrinos 





LEGEND promises to 
improve the current bound 
of 25th digits to two orders



The see-saw mechanisms

Left-Right symmetry 
(Mohapatra, Senjanovic)

3-3-1 Model 

Type I-II-III etc

All based on integrating out heavy states!

Frampton; Valle et al

…



Matter genesis and Majorana 
neutrinos 

notorious example  
for the see-saw type I



Satisfying all 
Sakharov’s condition

1) out of equilibrium
2) B-L violations 
3) CP violations 



Sphalerons as a L to B converter 

Detectable in future colliders? 



However also Majorana’s neutron!

37’ Nuovo Cimento



Majoran mass for the neutron 

Baldo-Coelin 97’







Post-sphaleron baryogenesis 

Addazi JHEP 15’ 



B-violations in future100-TeV colliders

Addazi 
 Kang,  

Khlopov 17’ CPC



Here we were considering new  
non-perturbative instantons 

violating B-L (no sphalerons) 
beyond the standard model 

The so dubbed Exotic Instantons  

See Addazi, Bianchi (2014,2015 JHEP); 
Addazi, Kang, Khlopov (2017 CPC) 



Vexata Questio:  
Colliders 

 Multi-messenger physics 
Rare processes???



Possibly all in!
For theoreticians 

CR and rare processes  
are more urgent since data  

are coming soon!

LHC demonstrated that 
sometimes we can be absolutely 

convinced about wrong 
arguments



t’Hooft Naturalness? 
I don’t think  

it’s the road to new physics. 
Why I think we do not need for  

TeV Supersymmetry  
or Composite Higgs 



A new paradigm: 
Holographic Naturalness 

dS/CFT (Strominger et al)

our Universe has a enormous hidden entropy 



A series of recent 
works 

arXiv:2005.02040 

arXiv:2004.08372 

arXiv:2004.07988  

https://arxiv.org/abs/2005.02040
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.08372
https://arxiv.org/abs/2004.07988


Configuration space of our Universe with a CC

Configuration space of the CMB



Where the missing information? 
NO CLASSICAL HAIR THEOREM 

by Hawking 

QUANTUM HAIRS  
Veneziano (1986); Coleman, Preskill, 

Wilczek (1992) 



Hidden quantum hairs stored and 
accounting for the quibits and the 

temperature, 
i.e. to Cosmological Constant 





Leading contribution are others:  
Thermal Field Theory



Higgs



The Higgs is assumed with an electroweak 
bare mass. Then, it feels hadrons in an 

electroweak volume. 34th qubits dividing 
the electroweak scale and the Planck scale

4

wave functions are fully entangled with the hairon wave
function. The characteristic time for a full entanglement
may naively appears as extremely long, if considering a
so large number of hairon fields. However, we should not
forget that holographic systems have a peculiarly fast
scrambling time [27–29], as

⌧ ⇠ ⇤�1/2 log
M2

Pl

⇤
. (1)

In the N-hairon picture, this corresponds to

⌧ ⇠
p
N tPl log N . (2)

The scrambling time is long but only two digits than the
Hubble time:

⌧

tH
⇠ log N ' 280 . (3)

This reduces the fine-tuning level from 10123 to only two
digits.

Let us now consider the HH problem. The Higgs has
an electroweak order life-time; is it enough for its e�-
cient thermalization in vacuo? Since the harions are hid-
den to any colliders direct production, we necessary have
to assume that they are weakly coupled with the Higgs
boson. Therefore, we assume that the only interaction
portal among the Higgs and hairons is gravity.

Let us assume that the Higgs has a bare mass around
the e.w. scale. Then its wave function explores an elec-
troweak space-time volume and, therefore, according to
the holographic scaling, an entropy of

S ⇠ N = M2
Pl/m

2
H ⇠ 1034 .

Every gravitational Higgs-hairon coupling is

↵G(E) = E2/M2
Pl ⇠ N�1 ,

related to a single hit collision time ⌧ ⇠ (↵�1/2
G )tPl ⇠p

NtPl. Because of the holographic criticality state, soon
after the first hit time, the full entanglement time has a
characteristic scaling as

⌧ ⇠ m�1
H log

M2
Pl

m2
H

⇠
p
NtPl log N , (4)

where mH is the Higgs mass. This is the same law
introduced for CC above. Therefore, the Higgs is e�-
ciently thermalized in a time that, plugging inside Eq.4
the N ⇠ 1034, corresponds to around 100 tH , where tH
is the Higgs life-time. Therefore the fine tuning is now of
two digits rather than 34th. Indeed, after the scrambling
time transient, hairons e�ciently transfer to the Higgs
their average thermal energy

T = MPl/
p
N ⇠ mH

within the electroweak space-time volume.

The Higgs boson propagator has a large number of
re-scattering contributions from the thermal hair back-
ground (see Fig.2). Because of that, also the Higgs loop
corrections are thermally averaged as in thermal field the-
ory. The Higgs mass corrections are proportional to the
average thermal bath kinetic energy T ; the one thermal
loop corrections to the Higgs are as the leading terms

(cBnB � cFnF )T
2 ⇠ 1

N
(cBnB � cFnF )M

2
Pl

plus subleading thermal corrections, where one consider
all SM fermions and bosons couplings cB,F and their
numbers.
If the Higgs boson has a bare mass close to the elec-

troweak scale, then it is stabilized as a thermal collective
phenomena inside the electroweak world. Inside, the e.w.
volume, the holographic scaling predicts a temperature
T of the very same order of the electroweak scale, in turn
related to the Higgs mass. Therefore, as for the CC, the
Higgs is Holographically Natural.
From the N -prospective, the thermal suppression fac-

tors h0|T i = Exp{�S} approximately correspond to
h0|Ni = Exp{�N}, and therefore CC and HH suppres-
sions are

hN |F 2(x)|Ni = e�2N h0|F 2(x)|0i

and

hN |F †(x)F (y)|Ni = e�2N h0|F †(x)F (y)|0i .

These full-empty vacuum transitions also eliminate all
tadpole diagrams in the standard model, probabilistically
exponentially disfavored in every Feynman diagrams con-
sidered. It is well known that in standard model, we just
use to forget about tadpole diagrams, but really with-
out any theoretical justification. Here, we naturally ex-
plain why tadpoles are not relevant. The vacuum selects
among all possible Feynman loops, as an information ra-
zor principle. Formally, any tadpole

hN |F 2(x)F †(x)F (y)|Ni

is suppressed as Exp{�2N} .

Holographic Decoherence. Let us consider the Universe
wave function of the Standard Model (or any extensions)
vacuum state as an undetermined superposition of all
possible cosmological constant states as

| i =
X

N

 N |Ni , (5)

with energy eigenvalues of |Ni equal to EN =
p
⇤N =

MPl/
p
N and where  N = hN | i are the probability

amplitudes that the Universe wave function is in a certain
|Ni state. From the standard arguments prospective, one
ignores energy discretization and

| i =
Z

d⇤|⇤ih⇤| i , (6)
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FIG. 2. The Higgs propagator has a large N-number of inser-
tions from hairons, in turn with a thermal expectation value
hhi = T . The single hairon is weakly coupled with the Higgs
through a graviton as ↵G ⇠ 1/N . However, the Higgs is
collectively strongly coupled with the hairon ensamble in a
scrambling time t ⇠

p
NtPl log N , which two digits close to

the electroweak time.

dS/CFT paradigm [41, 42]. In our picture, a quantum
gas of hairs, stored in the space-time volume with a con-
stant number density, is envisaged. The quantum hair
gas has an averaged kinetic energy related to a temper-
ature in the vacuum state. This picture promotes hairs
to dynamical fields, dubbed hairons. In a Hubble radius,
the hairon gas temperature is T ⇠

p
⇤. The dS entropy

is provided by the hairon counting as

S ⇠ N ⇠ M2
Pl/⇤

and

T ⇠
p
⇤ ⇠ MPl/

p
N .

The hairon gas is not an ideal one, its pressure does not
diluite with the volume, since hairons are stored in any
fundamental volume cell of space-time; their equation of
state has a dark energy like form P = �⇢ ⇠ �M2

PlT
2,

with w = �1. Indeed, the vacuum energy, which thermo-
dynamically is commonly assumed as the internal energy,
is not the only possible source of the Universe expansion.
In our case the Universe expands because of its entropic
energy repulsion2.

Within this picture, any Standard model correlators
have to be thermally averaged inside the vacuum state
|T i ' |Ni. This is leading to an e↵ective decoherence
e↵ect propagating into the SM sector.

Let us consider the usual radiative UV contributions to
the vacuum energy density: the energy-momentum ten-
sor vacuum expectation value receives large contribution
as

hTµ⌫i = �⇢UV gµ⌫ ,

2 In a broad sense this may be considered in analogy with the
Casimir e↵ect, where the plates attract each others from both
the vacuum energy pressure as well as the thermal one.

where the ⇢UV is proportional to UV divergent correla-
tors. The main quantum contributions to the vacuum en-
ergy density are provided by Feynman bubble diagrams
In SM, the bubble diagram corresponds to

hF 2(x)i ⌘ h0|F 2(x)|0i ,

where |0i is the empty vacuum state and F are any pos-
sible SM fields; but in our case we must consider such
a correlator in the thermal vacuum state as hT |F 2(x)|T i
(see Fig.1). This is o↵ering an insightful reinterpretation
of the CC quantum corrections. Now, the computation
of this diagram is in thermal field theory and it is now
leading to quartic contributions as

�⇢⇤ ⇠ (nB � nF )T
4 .

However, T '
p
⇤ and therefore we obtain natural cor-

rections! Sending ⇤ ! 0 all higher thermal corrections
flow to zero as well. The UV energies, flowing in prop-
agators within SM computations on a non-thermal vac-
uum, are now thermalized by the insertion of many re-
scatterings of SM particles on the thermal hairon back-
ground. In other words, UV divergences in the SM sub-
sector of the vacuum state are washed out. The UV SM
radiative corrections are entropically suppressed in the
thermal bath:

hT |F 2(x)|T i = hT |0ih0|F 2(x)|0ih0|T i ,

where

hT |0i = h0|T i⇤

are transition amplitudes suppressed by the thermal en-
tropy content

hT |0i = e�S(T ) =
1

⌦(T )
.

Therefore, any UV divergences, even Planckian colossal
contributions, are dressed as a suppression factor

⇠ e�SM4
Pl ⇠ e�1012310123⇤ ! forget�about�it !

3 The UV quantum fluctuations would lead the system
into a more ordered sub-region of the probability config-
urations and, therefore, they are highly suppressed as the
configuration volume factor ⌦(T ).
It is worth to remark that the thermal stabilization

mechanism of the CC can e�ciently work if all the SM

3 At this point it is our duty to make a comment: it is hard
to me to think about a completely thermalized vacuum state.
Within this mind, the thermal vacuum state is consider as a
good approximation of averaging on a large number of hairons,
as ⇤ ⇠ T 2 = M2

Pl/N . In the limit of N >> 1, deviations to the
entropy from perfect thermality flow down, as inverse powers of
N , to negligible contributions.



HN does not predict any new 
heavy UV completing field 

around the TeV-scale!  
The vacuum state is stabilized 
because corresponding to a 
maximal entropic state in the 

Universe: the holographic  
dS-like entropy 



What can eventually 
motivate (next) new physics 

beyond the TeV scale?
Neutrino mass 

Dark Matter
Matter/Antimatter 
asymmetry in the 

Universe
Inflation (but in Cosmology)



Where NP in CR?

New Sources?

Propagation?

New Particle species?



Dark Matter candidates 
beyond traditional WIMPs



The old boy: 
Thermally produce WIMPs

Freeze out
WIMP miracle 



The WIMP Miracle is predictive 



10-100 GeV WIMPs: 
a disappointing situation



With a remark: 
too strong assumptions on the DAMA 

quenching factors!!! 
It can displace the DAMA region with 

several orders!!! 
See DAMA collaboration papers



LHC Vs Direct Detection



After XENON 1T



We conclude that the perturbative 
WIMP miracle is ruled out!



We were convinced MSSM was 
there. 

The TeV-scale! 
DM as Neutralinos 

Higgs hierarchy problem solved 
GUT matching was perfect  

Damn! 
It wasn't 



Assuming here everybody 
is doing “their good job”. 

Any possible explanations?



We should not forget that 
DAMA is a detector based on 

a different technology than  
XENON/LUX/PANDA-X 

Is there any possible way out?



Next step
Changing DM candidate

Changing Symmetry 
principles and motivations 

Changing DM genesis  
Changing DM interactions 



Dark Atoms?



Dark Matter can emerge as a 
composite bound state rather than 

a single fundamental particle. 

Hidden gauge sectors. SU(N), 
U(1), SO(N), Sp(N)

Naturally emerging in many GUT, 
Heterotic string theory 

intersecting D-branes models 



Mirror Dark Matter 



Lee & Yang 56’; Kobzarev, Okun, Pomeranchuk 66’;  
Blinnikov, Khlopov 86’, Foot et al and Berezhiani et al following 

From Berezhiani’s talks



Spontaneously Broken 
Mirror Symmetry



THE HADRON MASSES SCALE ONLY AS THE QUARK 
DIFFERENCE AND A SLOW CHANGE IN LAMBDA 

ON THE OTHER HAND 
THE ELECTRON MASS SCALE LINEARLY

A HYDROGEN-LIKE COMPACT ATOM CAN BE ENVISAGED



CMB distorsion 
and CDM abundance 

sterile neutrino bound from BBN 



INFLATON PARITY EVEN FIELD



Astrophysical complexity 
sequestered  

and  
Asymmetric DM production 

Berezhiani, Dolgov, Mohapatra 90’; 
Addazi et al 05’

other nuclei are unstable if v’>>v. 
Only the Mirror Hydrogen is stable 

in a large region of parameters



Dark photons and kinetic mixing

ORTHOPOSITRONIUM DESAPPARENCES ARE 
SEQUESTERED  SINCE v’>>v



M-N

M-e



Proton-electron: too large self-interactions

Way-out: two Higgs up-down model

Mirror up much lighter than mirror down now



XENON is not sensitive there





How we did it



Long-range interactions: 
No any collider bound



However, if other future experiments 
in preparation more similar to DAMA/

LIBRA will not see any signal, 
then Dark Atoms cannot reconcile it 

with  
XENON/LUX/PANDA-X anymore 

from Mirror Dark atoms 



Then we’d explore the heavier DM 
candidates.  

DM may be heavier than thought 
before…  

No any probes from colliders  

Or Just around the 10 TeV corner? 
In this case the only probe may be from 

Cosmic Rays, 
 i.e. Dark Matter Indirect Detection



Possible DM genesis 
mechanisms 

Thermal production: still allowed for around 100 TeV but it is  
beyond the perturbative unitarity bound; non-perturbative 

numerical effects. 
 If true we’d see annihilation signals in next experiments  

non-thermal production: DM is produced after the reheating 
from processes out of the thermal equilibrium 

such as inflaton decay, Schwinger effect during inflation, first 
order phase transitions, topological defect decays…



Heavy Dark Matter
Annihilation and decays 

beyond TeV, beyond perturbativity bound!



An old standing idea: 
Indirect searches for Dark Matter



DM decays



“Hit when it hurts!” 
(Ninjitsu master) 

   Dark Matter or Violent Astrophysics in IceCube?



PeV Dark matter decays or 
astrophysical sources? 

Multi-messengers will suggest 
us it in the next years

The IceCube puzzle



Theoretical side: motivations and 
possible candidates for PeV DM 
supersymmetry can be broken at higher scales. 

In this case it has nothing to do with the hierarchy 
problem of the Higgs mass 

If Supersymmetry is broken around the 
inflation scale, then inflation and DM can 
be unified in Starobinsky’s supergravity

In this case the inflaton behaves as Starobinsky’s 
inflation while DM is provided by gravitons, in 
turn naturally much heavier than the TeV-scale

Addazi, Khlopov, Ketov et al 2016-2020



Heavy Gravitino 
decays



Gamma rays and DM decays 

Addazi, Cirelli, Panci, Sala, Semikoz, Serpico et al



Addazi, Cirelli, Panci, Sala, Semikoz, Serpico et al

For the LHAASO book in preparation



The high energy frontier does 
not necessary mean only a 
test for heavy new states!

On the other hand

Test of ALPs?



Axion-like-particles in CR propagation

QCD axion: CP problem solved 
Peccei-Quinn, Wilczek, Weinberg

Neutrino and composite axions
Dvali & Funcke; Addazi, Capozziello, Odintsov (2016)

no-QCD ALPs from string compactifications? (Witten et al)



Gamma rays transparency 

Roccardelli, De Angelis et al in many papers for Blazars

Pheno in Perseus D. Malyshev1, A. Neronov2, D. Semikoz3,4, 
A. Santangelo1, J. Jochum5

 



On the other hand

Dark Matter does not 
necessary mean Weak 

interacting Massive particles

SIMPs?



SIMP (Strongly Interacting Massive 
Particles) and 

Multiple Charged “Exotic” Leptons
Nuclear-interacting composite dark 

matter: O-helium «atoms»
If we have a stable double charged particle X --  in 
excess over its partner   X++  it may create Helium 
like neutral atom (O-helium) at temperature T < Io

4He is formed at T ~100 keV (t~100 s) 
This  means that it  would rapidly create a neutral 
atom, in which all X -- are bound

X--+4He => (X He) + γ

The Bohr orbit of O-helium « atom » is of the order of  
 radius of helium nucleus. Khlopov et al 06’, 



Stable multiple charged particles

-2n charged particles in WTC bound with n 
nuclei of primoridal He form Thomson 
atoms of XHe

X

He

Walking Technicolor



ATLAS

M>980 GeV  
for |q|=2e  
at 95% c.l.

.

M>980 GeV  
for |q|=2e  
at 95% c.l.

[ATLAS Collaboration, Search for heavy long-lived  
multi-charged particles in  
proton-proton collisions at √ s= 13 TeV using the ATLAS detector.  
Phys. Rev. D 99, 052003 (2019)



Exotic multi-charged Leptons:  
In principle they may be 

distinguished by nuclear CR

They may form a completely 
electromagnetic shower in 

atmosphere 
— testable in LHAASO??? 

(Addazi and Khlopov in private 
conversations)



Exotic Remnants from 
the Early Universe



Antimatter “insland”
• Spontaneous 

baryosynthesis 
provides quantitative 
description of 
combined effects of 
inflation and not 
homogeneous 
baryosynthesis, 
leading to formation of 
antimatter domains, 
surviving to the 
present time.



Searches for Antimatter nuclei and 
radiation from dark matter annihilation

Anti globular clusters in our Galaxy, 
from around 1000 to 100000 

M. Khlopov (1998) 



Samuel Ting, CERN, 24 May 2018

First signal from antimatter stars in AMS02?



Topological Defects
Cosmic Strings

Berezinsky, Vilenkin et al 

This is really genuine 
Multi-Messenger New Physics: 

GW, Gamma rays, UHECR comparions



What about 
Gravitational Waves



Test of the first order phase 
transitions beyond the 

standard model! 

Gravitational Waves Radiation 
(GWR)  

as the NEW CMB?







Test of the electroweak phase 
transition: 

a first order electroweak scale 
corresponds to a GW signal 

around the mHZ. 
LISA pathfinder 



The first order electroweak phase 
transitions are necessary beyond the 

minimal SM.  
If we see it, the Higgs will be coupled with  

a new scalar partner. 
Double channels in future Higgs factories 
like CEPC and GW experiments like LISA! 



The case of Majoron
A simple model for Dark Matter and neutrino mass

A. Addazi, M. Marciano, Y. Cai, J. Valle, R. 
Pasechnick, A. Morais (PLB 2020)



Majoron & Inverse 
see-saw type-I







… Beyond the 
Electroweak scale!





Other scenarios: 
GW from Dark SM  

Addazi 2015

GW from Dark U(1) 
Addazi, Marciano 2017

GW from  
Majoron itself decoupled by the 

Higgs  
Addazi, Marciano 2017



Conclusions (as a starting point)
To predict where New Physics beyond the TeV frontier will 

appear out is a 
 “nearly impossible mission”; 

However new physics 
is “urgently necessary”, i.e. it is Not just a  

“why? why not?” sophism 
Now Multi-messenger astroparticle physics appear pretty 

urgent: a lot data coming soon 
Colliders? We can wait  

Let’s not forget rare process physics and neutrinos 
Therefore, I suggest to try…  

Defeatist attitudes will lose by definition.  
A non-zero lottery chance for  

“Contemporary antimatter” discovery… 
it may be just around the corner…



Thank You for the 
attention 


